
KRAFTSMAN FLUSH WINDOWS

The Kraftsman Flush Sash is a 
hand-crafted casement window 
which stands up to close scrutiny 
as an alternative to a traditional 
timber window.
When two side opening casements are adjacent, KAT’s flush  
windows can feature a floating mullion. The mullion is attached  
to one casement, creating a desirable clear space when both  
are opened, especially for fire escape applications.
Additionally, choose even slimmer sightlines with the “Invisible 
Mullion”, where the mullion cannot be seen externally when the 
window is closed.
Features:
■  Mechanically jointed sash and frame to replicate timber
■  Excellent thermal performance – U-Value of 1.4 W/m²K
■  10 year guarantee
■  Suitable for conservation areas
■  Lockable night vent facility 
■  Sculptured Ovolo finish to the inside 
■  Three elegant handle designs in various finishes 
■  Welded option available 
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Our fully welded outer frame and sash is combined with mechanically jointed 
transoms and mullions.
For a French window with two opening sashes side-by-side, we can now manufacture 
a slimmer mullion which is invisible from the outside.
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Colours
The Kraftsman Flush Sash is also available in a wide 
range of colours and woodgrain finishes. 

The colours shown are for illustrative purposes only.
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Locking mechanism securing all four 
sides of the opening sash.

Security
Each window will feature a multi-point locking 
system, securing all four sides of the opening sash, 
for your safety and security.

Hardware & Accessories
Locking handles in White, Chrome, Gold, Black or Graphite.

Optional: Monkey tail handles and tear drop 
handles above are available in Chrome, Antique, 
Black, Graphite or Gold.

Thermal Performance
Excellent thermal performance U-Value of 1.4 W/m²K

Monkey tail dummy peg stayMonkey tail handle

Pear Drop dummy peg stayPear Drop handle

Now available in solid grey base profile.


